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The ee t of multipolar u tuations on the quadrupolar phase transition in CeB6 is investigated theoreti ally. It is shown that the u tuations
be ome strong and eld-dependent, ree ting the ompetition of oupled
multipolar intera tions. Some unusual phenomena around the transition in
CeB6 are shown to be reasonably explained within the RKKY model.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 75.30.Mb
The antiferro-quadrupolar (AFQ) ordering in CeB6 has been attra ting a
renewed interest. Re ent experimental and theoreti al eorts have revealed
gradually its mysterious nature in magneti elds. A key fa tor of the mi ros opi origin is shown to be hidden orbital degrees of freedom of f -ele trons,
whi h should be des ribed as the multipolar moments.
Within the degenerate 8 rystal-eld groundstate there exist fteen independent multipolar moments: three dipoles, ve quadrupoles and seven
o tupoles [1℄. The re ent theoreti al work shows that the primary order
parameter in AFQ phase is of the 5 -type (Oyz ; Ozx ; Oxy ), whose omponent depends on the dire tion of the magneti eld [2, 3℄. A remarkable
onsequen e of the theory is the importan e of the eld-indu ed o tupolar
order parameter Txyz [25℄, whi h had been overlooked for a long time. In
fa t the existen e of the o tupole resolves the in onsisten y between NMR
and neutron dira tion, and at the same time it explains the anomalous
eld-dependen e of the AFQ transition temperature (TQ ).
In this way the mean-eld (MF) des ription of the multipolar ordering
state of CeB6 is well-established. However it should be stressed at this stage
that the MF theory is not su essful to reprodu e the experiments quantitatively. One of the possible origins of this disagreement is the strong u tuation ee t of oupled multipoles. Thus the quantitative analysis beyond
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the MF theory is ne essary to understand whether and how the u tuation
orre tion an improve the agreement with experiments. It also enables us
to larify the me hanism of un onventional multipolar u tuations in CeB6 .
In the present paper we will study the u tuation ee ts on the AFQ
phase transition by introdu ing two ee tive models for the low- and higheld regions. The dependen e of the u tuation orre tion on the magneti
eld and its me hanism are studied in detail. A part of the results are
already presented in Ref. [6, 7℄.
We begin with dening the multipolar RKKY model for CeB6 by using
two pseudo-spins  and  . See Ref. [1℄ for details of the relation between
the pseudo-spins and the multipoles. The RKKY model is de omposed in
the following way: [1, 3, 5℄
(1)

HI = H0 + ÆHQ + ÆHO :

Here H0 is the SU(4) symmetri part, whi h is expressed by
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The deviations of the intera tion strength of the quadrupoles (Oyz ; Ozx ; Oxy )
and the o tupole Txyz from the SU(4) limit are introdu ed by
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The Zeeman term an be represented by pseudo-spins as [1℄
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Although should be 4=7 for the real 8 states, it is shown to be irrelevant
for low elds [6℄. Thus the analysis is mu h simplied in the low-eld region
by setting = 0. This model orresponds to the isotropi limit for the eld
dire tion.
To study the high-eld phase diagram, however, it is ne essary to take
into a ount the ee t of nite . The simplest starting point for high elds
is to study the ee tive model for  -spins under ferromagneti ally-frozen
 -spins [7℄. Consider the dire tion of the eld
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where  is the angle of the eld dire tion measured from the (001) axis [3℄.
We dene the parallel spin omponent as  jj =  H =H . Then, substituting
 jj = 1=2, the RKKY model in high elds is mapped to the following ee tive
orbital Hamiltonian,
~ = 2D
H
I

X
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where the anisotropy parameter is given by q = 1 + 12 ("Q + "O ). The ee tive
eld depends on both the strength
tion of the real magneti
 and the dire
7
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eld as h = h0
os 
2
It is shown that one an expe t the AFQ phase diagram for the entire
region of magneti eld from the analysis on the two limiting ases ( = 0 for
low elds and  = 1=2 for high elds), even without analyzing the original
ompli ated model. The analysis an be done for both limiting models by
the d 1 -expansion method, where d is the spatial dimension. Then one an
obtain the generalized Landau free energy with the u tuation orre tion,
and it is used to al ulate various thermodynami quantities near the AFQ
transition temperature. The detailed formulation is given in Ref. [68℄.
Here we show the results of the AFQ transition temperatures TQ with
1
d - orre tion for the low- and high-eld models. They are plotted in Fig. 1
as a fun tion of H . See Refs. [3, 6℄ for details on the MF results. As expe ted, TQ is more or less suppressed from the MF value for all the parameters. It should be pointed out that the u tuation ee t exhibits a
strong H -dependen e in the low-eld region: TQ is mu h suppressed for low
elds while the orre tion be omes small as the eld is in reased. As a result, TQ shows a large enhan ement with H in the low-eld region. This
an be interpreted by the fa t that the ompetition of oupled multipoles
produ es large u tuation near the SU(4)-symmetri limit. These results
should be ompared with experiments [9℄ plotted in Fig. 1. It is shown that
the agreement with the experiments is mu h improved in omparison with
the previous MF result. We have shown also that other unusual behaviors of
CeB6 near the transition are well-explained by the strong u tuation within
the present theory [6℄. These fa ts learly demonstrate that there exists a
large and eld-dependent u tuation of multipoles in CeB6 .
From the analysis of the high-eld model one an expe t the riti al
eld of H  6080 T at T = 0 K even for the (001) eld, whi h is not
renormalized by the u tuation. Therefore the ratio H (T = 0)=TQ (H = 0)
be omes very large, ree ting the strong suppression of the zero-eld TQ .
We have also examined the dependen e of TQ on the eld dire tion for the
high-eld model. [7℄ Then it has been shown that the u tuation ee t on
the anisotropy is not large although there are onsiderable suppressions of
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Fig. 1. Comparison of AFQ transition temperatures with experiments for the (001)
eld. The open ir les and the losed dots are the experimental results. [9℄ The
dotted, solid and broken lines are the theoreti al results with d 1 - orre tion for
"Q =D = "O =D = 0:3, 0.4 and 0.5 respe tively. The results of both the low- and
high-eld models are plotted for ea h parameter and they should be ombined to
expe t the phase diagram orresponding to the experiments.
the absolute values of TQ . These high-eld properties are still open experimentally, and future experimental he ks are highly required.
This work is partially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for S ienti Resear h
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